
With billions of emails sent each day, standing out 
in the inbox is increasingly difficult. Open rates are 
trending downwards, so many marketers look to 
A/B testing to lift response rates. 

But that’s not enough to measure the effectiveness 
of subject line copy. Email marketers must test a 
variety of subject lines and learn how to customize 
language to different audiences at scale in order to 
power greater engagement.

THE CHALLENGE WITH CONTENT

PERSADO AI LEARNS & EXPANDS YOUR 
BRAND VOICE TO 1+ MILLION PHRASES

SO YOU CAN DELIVER THE MOST 
POWERFUL MESSAGE

YOUR OBSTACLES

Translating test results into audience insights.

Time spent writing unique subject lines every day.

Flatlining or declining response rates.
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Persado Pro Email learns the most effective 
language for each of your audiences so you can 
deliver stellar performance from day one.

With the push of a button, Persado’s AI can craft 
subject lines in your brand voice and uncover which 
words and phrases drive the greatest engagement 
for any target audience. Its simple set-up and 
seamless integrations mean you can achieve 
effortless testing and better results as early as 
tomorrow.

WHY PERSADO PRO EMAIL

THE CURRENT RANGE OF 
YOUR MARKETING LANGUAGE

EMOTION

DESCRIPTION

CTA

FORMATTING

100s OF PHRASES

www.persado.com hello@persado.com

AI IS YOUR CREATIVE ALLY

PERSADO 
PRO EMAIL

SUPERCHARGE YOUR 
SUBJECT LINES WITH AI



01   Generate Subject Lines with AI

In only a few clicks, you can generate seven unique, 
emotionally intelligent subject lines. You can start as 
early as tomorrow!

02   Drive Immediate Uplift For Any Audience

Powered by machine learning and 10+ years of 
language insights, Persado drives significant, 
continuous impact on opens, clicks, and conversions.

03   Gain Human Insights

Coupled with double-digit impact are powerful insights, 
so your teams can discover the words and emotions 
which drive the greatest engagement.

HOW IT WORKS OUR IMPACT

CLICKS

+34%

MORE CLICKS

INSIGHTS

DISCOVER TOP 
EMOTIONS, EMOJIS 
AND PHRASES FOR 
EACH AUDIENCE.

OPENS

+15%

MORE OPENS

AUDIENCE

AN ALGORITHM 
FOR ANY 
AUDIENCE

      I love using the machine to generate 
variety and switch it up. I can choose 
different tones for each subject line, like 
trendy or bold, and use Persado’s insights 
to see what works for our audience. I use 
Persado for almost every email now.

Brianna Yarber |  Email Marketing Specialist

 

INTEGRATED WITH THE TOOLS YOU USE EVERYDAY

WHO WE WORK WITH

www.persado.com hello@persado.com

LEARN MORE
Ready to supercharge your subject lines with artificial intelligence? We can help as soon as 
tomorrow. Give us a shout at hello@persado.com.


